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European Superstock 1000 at Imola (Italy) - Day1

It was a case of Italian dominance at the business end of the timesheets in the STK1000 qualifying
session at Imola on Saturday as Michael Rinaldi (Aruba.it Racing - Junior Team) took pole and was
joined on the front row by his fellow countrymen Luca Vitali (Nuova M2 Racing) and Roberto Tam-
burini (PATA Yamaha Official STK 1000 Team).

Ducati equipped Rinaldi took his second pole position of 2017 with a 1'49.113 lap of the 4.936 km
Imola circuit, to put him at the head of the grid for his home race. Qualifying +0.629s behind Ri-
naldi in second place was Aprilia rider Vitali, whilst a further +0.088s margin back Yamaha’s Tam-
burini made it three Italians and three different manufacturers on the front row.

In fourth place Frenchman Florian Marino (Pata Yamaha Official STK1000 Team) was the only non-
Italian in the top six, in front of home riders Federico Sandi (Berclaz Racing Team) and Marco
Faccani (Althea BMW Racing Team) on row two.

Australian rider Mike Jones (Aruba.it Racing - Junior Team), Chile’s Maximillian Schieb (Nuova M2
Racing) and Turkish rider Toprak Razgatlioglu (Kawasaki Puccetti Racing) feature on a cosmopoli-
tan third row, with Swiss rider Sebastien Suchet (Berclaz Racing Team) heading row four in tenth
place.
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Early on in the session the red flags came out following a crash for Italian rider Andrea Tucci
(Tucci Racing Team) who was taken to the medical centre and then taken by helicopter for fur-
ther treatment to a thoracic trauma.

There were also crashes in the session for Razgatlioglu, Federico D’ Annunzio (FDA Racing Team),
Matteo Ferrari (DMR Racing Team), Luca Marconi (TheBlackSheep Team), Riccardo Cecchini (DDM
by BWG-Bike &Motor RT-Grimaldi) and Toni Fisterbusch (Agro On-Benjan-Kawasaki) as the riders
pushed hard to improve their times.

The Superstock 1000 European Championship race will take place at the Motul Italian Round on
Sunday at 3.15pm local time.

The actual issue of FIM Europe MAG is online and can be downloaded here.

About FIM Europe (www.fim-europe.com) - The FIM Europe (in the past UEM, Union Europèenne de Motocyclisme) includes
47 National Federations (FMNs) and 6 Regional Motorcycling Associations and is a European organization acting within its attri-
butions in all matters in relation with motorcycling activities and, as such, in domains ranging from sport, tourism, leisure, envi-
ronment, mobility, road safety, legislative affairs, protection and defence of the rights and interests of motorcycle users. As far as
motorcycle sport is concerned, the FIM Europe is the supreme and sole European authority empowered by the FIM to control
European motorcycling sport activities organized under its jurisdiction throughout Europe.The aims of FIM Europe are to develop
and promote all forms of motorcycling in Europe as well as the co-operation and friendship between its members, and notably:
to examine all questions related to the development of motorcycling in Europe; to organize European Championships and to
establish all competitions that appear beneficial subject to the prior approval of the FIM; to co-operate with the FIM in all matters
relating to the organization of international events and motorcycling in general; to organize camps and seminars for riders, officials,
coaches and administrators of various European FMNs; to support the creation and development of motorcycling activities in all
European countries; to promote the co-operation among all European FMNs; to promote motorcycling among young people,
both as sport and motorcycling in general; to encourage the use of motorcycles in European countries and to develop motorcycle
tourism; to represent the interests of motorcyclists before European authorities; to promote in the media the sport of motorcycling
and the use of motorcycles in all of Europe.
Follow us on Facebook: www.facebook.com/europeanmotorcycling
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